Kaje Fin Services Ltd (the “Company”)
Cookie Policy Disclosure
The Company’s website uses cookies to identify and distinguish visitors using Company’s website,
ensure the website’s efficiency and security, and provide the Company with marketing information in
relation to the visitors of the website.
Cookies are small files of letters and numbers which are placed on your browser or the hard drive of
your computer or mobile device, if you agree. Cookies contain information that is transferred to your
computer's hard drive. This helps us to improve our website and possibly prepare customized web
pages for users as well as maintaining efficiency when browsing through the website.
The Company’s website issues cookies once the user visits the website, and allows participation in
interactive features of Company’s services, if the user chooses to do so. The user has the option to
change the settings of the browser to decline cookies. If the user chooses to enable settings to block
all cookies (including essential cookies) this may limit access to all or parts of Company’s website.
Cookies used by the Company collect anonymous information in order to improve our website
services. The cookies used do not collect or save any personal information of the visitor. Therefore,
the visitor’s personal data are fully protected.
The Company’s cookie disclosure provides the user with information on which cookies are set when
you visit the Company’s website and how to reject or delete those cookies.
Please note that not all the cookies on our sites are set by us. Please see the section below on third
party cookies.

Kaje Fin Services Ltd website cookie types
Strictly necessary cookies. These are cookies which are necessary for the operation of our website.
They include, for example, cookies that enable you to log into secure areas of our website, once you
log out the cookie will be disabled.
Analytical cookies. They allow us to recognise and count the number of visitors, what sections did
the visitors visited, how they found our website, etc. This helps us to improve the way our website
works, by ensuring that users can easily navigate through the website.
Functional cookies. These are used to recognise you when you revisit our website. The cookies will
enable us to personalise our content for you, greet you by name and remember your preferences, for
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example, your choice of language, region, time zone and other information stored when you
registered.
Third Party cookies. These cookies are set by other websites who place cookies on the visitor’s
computer. Such cookies may be placed when you visit other websites, and Kaje Fin Services Ltd
does not control the distribution of these cookies.
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